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After six years, the Las Vegas Science & Technology Festival continues to thrive and improve! In 2016, more than 26,000 people participated in nine days of Festival programming, with the help of 125 organizations and more than a hundred volunteers. Interest in the Festival continues to increase, and the community’s generous support grows each year.

The 2016 programming covered a broader range of science and technology than ever before; attendees explored neuroscience, engineering, biology, medical technology, astronomy, mathematics, conservation, animal science, solar technology, geology, coding, and much more.

The Festival continues to emphasize free, accessible programming. Events are held all across the Las Vegas valley – this year, as far away as Pahrump! – and every Festival event is free to attend. Through engaging and educational programming, the Festival strives to spark students’ curiosity in STEM and ultimately to encourage them to consider careers in science, technology, engineering, and math.

Because of hard work by the Festival’s committee, collaborators, sponsors, and volunteers, the Las Vegas Science & Technology Festival remains the largest educational event in Nevada. On behalf of the tens of thousands of people that experienced the Festival this year, we thank our sponsors for their continued support. We’re already looking forward to next year’s event!

“If I make it big as a scientist or a physicist or whatever, I can say that it was because of you.”

- CCSD student · Participating in a Science in the Schools presentation

Festival programs

The CSN Science & Technology Expo kicked off the Festival by showing students the amazing science and technology that happens at CSN.

Junior Scientist Day encouraged kids to get close to nature at Lake Mead National Recreation Area.

Clark County Wetlands BioBlitz: Clark County participated by letting you become a naturalist for a day. You could find as many different plants and animals as possible as you explored the Welands Park.

On Science is Everywhere Day, local businesses and organizations hosted nearly 100 programs that showed the community how they use science and technology every day.

Science in the Schools sent dozens of STEM professionals into local classrooms to engage students with presentations and hands-on activities.

During Science in the Community, attendees explored hot science and technology topics, from a demonstration of the science of magic to activities related to conservation at First Friday.

The Festival culminated in the Giant Expo at Cashman Center, where families experienced nearly 80 interactive demonstrations at the biggest celebration of science in Southern Nevada.
“I think you can make a whole new generation of nuclear physicists if you keep talking to schools like ours.”

- Hyde Park · Middle School student · Participating in a Science in the Schools presentation
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By the Numbers

Over 26,000 people participated in 152 programs over 9 days

Festival attendees came from more than 60 zip codes

- 128 volunteers donated more than 750 hours of service
- Over 3,000 students in 3 counties were served during our week-long Science in the Schools program
- 5,321 people attended 96 Science is Everywhere Day events around the valley
- More than 7,200 people experienced the Giant Expo at Cashman Center

“I wanted to be a chemist even before you came in, but now, I want to be one even more.”

- 6th grade student, Particip.

At least 115 cultural institution, businesses, and organizations participated in some way

After attending the Festival

90% of survey respondents felt more connected to science and technology

89% were more likely to seek out activities related to science and technology